energetic personification of a New York artist at work operates in a similar way. His vigorous act of painting, shot from a variety of unusual camera angles, is a virtual choreography set to Procol Harum's "A Whiter Shade of Pale". In The Age of Innocence (1993) it seems that Newland Archer's entire existence is regulated around visits to the opera, stage melodramas and the great ritual performances of dance and deportment required of those attending New York society balls in the late nineteenth century.
Diegetic and supra-diegetic music, dance, stage motifs and various forms of performance proliferate in Scorsese's films and this is no less the case in his crime fiction. In his NYU (New York University) student short, It 's Not Just You Murray (1964) and its musical extravaganza, "Love is Like a Gazelle", Scorsese invokes the traditional association between organised crime figures and ownership in Broadway ventures. In Who's That Knocking at My Door (1967) the key opening fight sequence is carefully choreographed in an apparent homage to the opening of West Side Story (1961), just as a sexual fantasy sequence in the film, set to The Doors' 1967 song, "The End", represents a choreographic display of each element in Scorsese's extensive stylistic range. Bernard Herrmann's great leap into experimentation with Jazz provides the musical setting for a slow dance between a 12-year-old prostitute and her pimp in Taxi Driver (1976), a scene widely regarded as one of the most shocking and generically complex in the history of American cinema. The opening ("Be My Baby") sequence and subsequent physically charged set pieces ("Jumpin' Jack Flash" and "Mickey's Monkey") in Mean Streets (1973) not only show Scorsesean gangsters actually dancing, but they also set the standard of shooting and cutting character action and nostalgic neighbourhood tableaux vivants to popular contemporary song in the gangster picture. This is an aural and visual editing technique extended throughout Scorsese's work and extensively employed in GoodFellas (1991), Casino (1995), The Gangs of New York (2002) and The Departed (2006) , with the notable addition of Italian opera arias in Mean Streets and Raging Bull (1980) . As I have argued elsewhere, Scorsese's crime and gangster narratives cannot be disconnected from ideas of the domestic, the mundane and the everyday, and more broadly with key themes, narrative structures and stylistic expression common to cinematic melodrama (Nicholls 2004: 147-162; Nicholls 2010) . In this context, aside from the critically established idea of "melos" as indicative of the melodrama's wider strategy of wordless commentary and emotional cues holding sway over intellectual cues, we cannot overlook the importance of its original
